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INFORMATIZATION AND SOCIETY: 
POSSIBLE DIFFICULTIESAND FUTURE PROSPECTS

The development of the information society determines the increasing importance 
of information in human transformative activity, the approximation of its production 
directly to production activity, the improvement of the social structure of society, 
based on the current conditions of its existence and the development of intensive forms 
of information exchanges in society. All these signifi cant changes in the information 
sphere have caused the growing pace of new information production, the increase in the 
amount of information circulating in social information networks, and therefore the 
ever-increasing information load on human consciousness that has never been seen 
before. These realities are based on the need to implement the fundamental principles 
of this society: improving productivity in the information fi eld, improving the effi  -
ciency of use of information resources.

In this context, it should be pointed out that the problems faced by modern civiliza-
tion require to increase effi  ciency of cognitive activity of society, of the creative activity 
of an increasing number of its representatives. Accordingly, the cognitive process re-
quires an ever-increasing resource for the information needed to increase the effi  ciency 
of using publicly available information.

Keywords: informatization, information society, library institutions, electronic 
information resources, information production, personality of the information society.

Рresenting main material. The development of social informatization takes 
place under the infl uence of changes in the environment in which modern civili-
zation develops, and the social problems that arise in the process of evolution 
of human society. Global informatization in its essence is an instrument of social 
response to the negative challenges of our time, an instrument of mobilizing the 
creative activity of people, that is, the most productive response to the realities 
of our time by homosapiens. It is possible that the logic of the development 
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of previous modern civilizations, even at high rates of their development, had 
been interrupted precisely because of the low level of information provision 
in the civilization dimension, the lack of democracy in access to knowledge 
and the low level of creativity.

Information support for the viability of our civilization is stimulated by three 
major civilizational problems:

– fi rst, environmental changes appropriately to natural regularities 
of planetary development;

– second, the negative infl uences of civilization on the environment;
– third, the systematic increasing of social problems associated with the 

evolution of modern society.
In recent decades, the leading countries of the world and international organi-

zations have undertaken to systematically study the fi rst block of problems, the 
existing threats, the hierarchy of threat levels, and take the fi rst steps towards 
their possible neutralization. Among such threats, the researchers defi ne the 
meteorite threat of impact of major meteorites with the planet, the new glacial 
period, the impact of harmful cosmic rays on the earth, the eruption of gigantic 
volcanoes, the traces of past catastrophes and their impact on the biological 
world of the Earth already studied by modern science, the possibility of intro-
duction from space or reintroduction of already available pathogenic bacteria 
in areas of permafrost due to global warming, against which humanity does 
not have immunity and medication, and other various problems. Today those 
problems attract attention of researchers, methods of neutralizing non-negative 
infl uences are being developed. For example, the National Aeronautics and 
Space Administration (NASA) has already established a Planetary Coordi-
nation Unit the program to detect and track asteroids and other celestial bodies 
that are a potential danger to the Earth. The relevant EU structures and an expert 
group on space threats under the RAS Council on Space has shown willingness 
to cooperate with the United States on identifying the cosmic hazards. It is now 
possible to speak about the constant enhancing of international cooperation 
of medical organizations of diff erent countries against probable pandemics, the 
spread of diseases under the infl uence of global development of the transport 
structure and the intensifi cation of migration processes.

The second set of problems is related to negative eff ects on the environment 
of the Earth’s man-made human activity. To this set of problems belong the 
threat of a nuclear war; the deliberate use or uncontrolled spread of chemical 
and bacteriological weapons; the unpredictable negative impact on the human 
body of GMO products; the increasing level of carbon dioxide in the earth’s 
atmosphere due to the use of energy and transport organic fuel, etc. This set 
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of threats is recognised in more and more countries of the world, intensive 
research in this direction is being conducted, mechanisms of global infl uence 
on the current situation. So, in 2015 the United Nations Climate Change 
Conference in Paris has outlined substantial steps in ensuring that the average 
temperature on the planet does not rise higher than two degrees Celsius 
annually. The negotiators came to the conclusion that the world without fossil 
fuels is an absolutely realistic goal by 2050 with appropriate transformations, 
although only 8 of the 192 conference participants have set this to be their goal. 
Among them are Sweden, Austria, France. This goal is supported, fi nancially 
as well, by large international companies, for example Microsoft, Google, 
Facebook, Apple, Amazon. Costa Rica, Vietnam, Bangladesh, Sudan, etc., 
a total of 43 countries are already threatened with extensive fl oods because 
of global warming, and call to the world to reach the threshold of warming 
of 1,5 degrees annually as soon as possible, which would give these countries 
a chance to survive [1].

Another type of problem: social problems are caused by the rapid growth 
of the population on the Earth and the development of social sphere lagging 
behind. By 2025, the population is expected to reach 8,5–10 billion people. 
At the same time, in relation to 1950, the already existing population has 
doubled since, and the increasing over past 20 years has amounted to 1,7 billion 
people, of which 1,5 billion people are in developing countries. The population 
of these countries constitutes three quarters of the world’s population, while 
consuming only a third of global produce and the gap in consumption continues 
to grow [2].

Because of the aforementioned, the chairman of the World Commission 
on Environment and Development, Norwegian Prime Minister Gro Harlem 
Brundtland has emphasized that «human history has reached a crossroad, 
whereby the change in policy is inevitable. More than a billion people who cannot 
aff ord their basic needs today, our own children and grandchildren, and the 
planet Earth itself, demand a revolution. It will come. We know that we have the 
means to prevent danger, chaos and confl icts that are otherwise inevitable» [2]. 
This statement fully outlines the situation, the level of challenges faced 
by modern civilization.

In addition, according to UN data, sever threat to the world pose the eff ects 
of climate change. It is anticipated that by 2050 crop yields may decrease 
by 25 %, while the population of the Earth will increase up to 9 billion people. 
Due to temperature changes in the water surface, many species of fi sh will 
migrate to the northern waters and the catch will decrease by 50 % in the 
tropics and Antarctica. Negative weather infl uences will cause fl oods, 
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droughts, shortages of drinking water, and fi res in large areas, which combined 
together will lead to increasing mortality rates due to heat. All of this will 
lead to forced migration and possible confl icts between states, as well as to 
signifi cant changes in the distribution of water and food resources.

Mostly poor countries will suff er from climate change, but the eff ects 
of these processes in the modern globalized world will be felt more and more 
in developed countries [3]. The analysis of these prospects at the end of the 
last century found its refl ection in the activities of the representatives The 
Club of Rome. Thus, in the report «Growth limits», the authors concluded that 
«if the current trends in population increasing, pollution of the environment, 
food production and resource depletion continue continue as they are, then 
during the next century the world will approach the limits of growth, there 
will be an unexpected and uncontrolled recession the population and produce 
output will sharply reduce» [4].

The somewhat mystical veil of such prospects covers the rapid growth 
of social problems related not only to climate change, the decreasing of space 
suitable for human living but also the uncontrolled increasing of the human 
population (even China has recently announced the elimination of the one-child 
policy), which results in various types of migration processes, and even to the 
military solution of problems including.

The problem of rapid increasing of population and the fact that socio-
cultural processes are lagging behind also create a number of other diffi  cult 
processes in the society life.

The important, although far from all, problems that our civilization will 
face in the near future have been outlined above. And for the solution of such 
a complex of vital problems will require the production and use of incompa-
rably larger volumes of information resources than those that it operates with 
today. We have to prepare for this prospect today already.

It should be added that, in addition to the existing factors of aggravation 
of social problems the exacerbation of social problems related to transfor-
mation of civilization in the information stage of its development should also 
be included:

1. Increasing contradictions between the features of the modern information 
society functioning and the development of the industrial societies in the 
majority of countries lagging behind in the development of the industrial society. 
In this case, the arguments of the countries that have already adopted digital 
information technologies in all spheres of social activity are largely leveled 
by the overwhelming majority of countries at the industrial, and even at the 
pre-industrial stages of development, by far the larger number of people is not yet 
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ready today for post-industrial forms of development, with the appropriate level 
of social consciousness, moral traditions. Such features do not allow to demon-
strate quickly the benefi ts of innovative development to the world. In addition, 
it is benefi cial for a certain part of the players of the global economic space, 
to suspense the economic development of countries, usually those with valuable 
natural resources, to receive superprofi ts in those areas, where, as a result of the 
lagging economy, there’s possible to pay low wages, low taxes and to have the 
opportunity not to spend profi ts on the environment production.

2. G. Cardozo notes on the problems related to the updating of the social 
structure of society at the information stage of its development: «We see the 
presence of a new concept of space, where physical and virtual infl uences one 
another, laying the foundation for the emergence of new forms of socialization, 
new ways of life and new forms of social orientation» [5]. It should be noted 
that even in countries where computerization is successfully being carried out, 
there are still problems, primarily, with the division of labor and the corre-
sponding social adjustments in the society structure. In this case, «the science 
and theoretical knowledge are the technological basis of post-industrial 
transformation, which receives a completely new role in developed industrial 
countries in the postwar period» [6].

Today the increasing pace of social transformations requires the even closer 
collaboration between science, innovative technologies and production, its 
progress is entirely due to successes in the fi eld of knowledge, and social 
production requires more and more a «class of professionals of four classes: 
scientifi c, technological, administrative and cultural» [6, р. 501]. Projecting 
such a thesis on the idea of   biological evolution, it is important to remember 
the famous statement that only an eff ective social organization gives a chance 
to a given biological species, humanity included, to remain a dominant species 
on the planet.

In general, according to D. Bell, the central role of information in a post-
industrial society generates fundamentally new problems. However, with the 
development of technologies in information society, they gradually fi nd their 
solution. The researcher refers to such problems:

1. Huge amounts of information that a human needs to process as a result 
of the expansion of various spheres (economic, political, social), requiring 
attention and energy. «.But a larger amount of information does not mean it is 
more complete: on the contrary, increased amount of data makes information 
less and less complete» [6, р. 632–633]. It should be noted, however, that 
certain confusion resulting in this conclusion, is due to the loss of the scales 
at diff erent stages of cognitive activity.
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2. Information is becoming more specifi c .[and] diffi  cult for perception. 
From the experience we know that to weaken the barrier of the perception 
of digital information the improvement of the structuring of existing digital 
resources is required, as well as the specialization of databases and the deve-
lopment of search engines.

3. There is an increasing need for comprehension of information. New infor-
mation becomes eff ective only when it is used promptly for decision-making, 
for immediate, eff ective response to new emerging circumstances. The devel-
opment of information-analytical and analytical activities both in specialized 
analytical structures and in library institutions that become the information 
centers of the post-industrial society is required.

4. Limited scope of information that a person can absorb.
5. Post-industrial society is a «game between people», but such a game 

requires an increased degree of coordination [6, р. 632–635]. This coordination 
is carried out on the basis of the appropriate structuring of the information 
basis of social activity.

F. Fukuyama in his book «Our posthuman future» [7], at the very beginning 
of this millennium, predicts that the non-convergent pace of biological and 
information evolutions will aff ect human relationships shortly. He makes his 
conclusions based on the results of fundamental research at the end of the last 
century. Those conclusions, in general, state that «intellectual abilities are 
largely imitated.

Murray and Hernstein argued in the language of statistics that from 60 to 
70 % of the dispersion of intelligence is caused by the genes, while the rest 
is related to external factors such as nutrition, education, family composition, 
and the likes» [8, р. 135–138].

The intensive development of scientifi c information exchanges and the 
increasing importance of the innovative technologies introduction into all 
spheres of human activity has caused the growing signifi cance of social struc-
tures that provide scientifi c and technological progress. At the same time, «the 
development of the information sphere depends on scholars in applied sciences, 
while communicative research – from scholars in social sciences» [8, р. 283].

Today we observe a certain lag in the development of social sciences and 
the process of introducing the results of research of this fi eld into public 
practice. The researches already pay close attention to this fact [9, p. 187]. It is 
possible to predict that the necessity for humanitarian research as a guideline 
for improving further socialization will increase as their development is an 
eff ective way to organise the very structure of the information society and the 
knowledge system it is based on.
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Which is why «today there is a qualitatively new inequality – between gifted 
people and those who aren’t capable of creative work. Due to the qualitative 
increasing of creative work, a biological barrier has started forming, which, 
unlike the social barrier, is almost impossible to overcome» [10, p. 7]. We can 
fi nd evidence of such a barrier formation analyzing the resources of the modern 
information space. The regular in the social evolution of modern information 
is in a poorly prepared fi eld in our country. Therefore, the self-expression 
of the citizens of our country has a very low socially signifi cant level in the 
national information space. The scientifi c information produced in Ukraine 
gets lost in information resources produced in society, which refl ects the 
process of expression of citizens, characteristic to the initial stage of the devel-
opment of democratic processes. Certain societal diff erences raise between 
producers of scientifi c information and producers of information of a lower 
level of signifi cance, primarily everyday information. From the status peculiar-
ities (and more and more noticeable diff erence in the salaries of information 
workers comparing with other categories of producers), the new information 
developers have increasingly more «.inner joy to creativity. It brings closer 
the world of art and psychological excitement, so called «drive» from the 
process of creation» [10, p. 45]. One can predict that this feature in the process 
of its development will become an important stimulus to the transformation 
of the social structure of the post-industrial society in conditions of improving 
network technologies in information exchanges.

At the same time, «the production of scientifi c knowledge brings happiness 
only to a small segment of humankind… holding interest in science can only 
be achieved through an additional eff ort, and it the authorities who are are 
capable to bring it. People do not want to venture to those areas where they 
get paid less and have to work more. In Soviet times, a lot of popular science 
magazines and, incidentally, fi lms and TV shows that could uphold such 
interest and demonstrate the population various options for a life, except for 
the singular model «money equals success»» [11, p. 117].

Various types of motivations contribute to deepening of inconsistency 
of public interests and this is a worrying tendency. Such contradictions are 
most acute in our society and even are a characteristic feature. Today, the 
general low level of public demand for Ukrainian produced information 
resources is acutely felt in Ukrainian science development. And this is the 
reason why the signifi cance of resources in the national information space 
has not become yet a signifi cant unifying factor. The lack of strategic deve-
lopments that take into account not only the specifi cs of the present, but also 
provide the necessary adaptation resource for the future is acutely felt. «Inter-
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national experience dictates that in global coordinates the most eff ective are 
the long-term national strategies, those highly adaptable to global instability 
and dynamic changes, ensuring maximum harmony between national and 
corporate interests. Those strategies are implemented by a group leaders 
of the most developed states, forming the confi guration of the core of the 
international economic system, making management decisions on the world 
stage and defi ning the key trends of global economic development» [12, p. 5]. 
The implementation of the imitative strategy in implementing the scenarios 
for development, written by the state leaders gradually leads to the fact that 
in Ukraine the production of new scientifi c information that is controlled 
by society is decreasing. It should be noted that the short-term policy of state 
leaders in this segment of public activity may be the reason for the imple-
mentation of a long predicted by professor H. Pocheptsov situation in which 
«if we do not produce our own information or virtual product, then we will 
never be the winners. We are readers and not writers of the free world. 
And the matter is not in the size of the country or number of people, but 
in the size of the brain» [11, p. 121]. However, with the development of the 
information society, this lack of insight increasingly aff ects the brain centers 
of leading states, because in a new society they should be concerned about 
the crop of innovative solutions on a global scale, to understand the need for 
a pragmatic approach to utilization of creative potential of the present civili-
zation. However, today the manifestations of such a pragmatism are being 
developed only in certain favorable regions of the world, particularly in the 
western world, and focus, primarily, on the economic sphere. And gradually, 
under the infl uence of the development pace of social consciousness of the 
new situation, the process of innovative information production starts 
meeting the needs of other spheres of society, developing in the direction 
of social use, and refl ecting a tendency associated with the public interest 
in the individual self-expression.

Researchers of this process argue that «the spread of the Internet in society 
depends not only on entrepreneurial activity. Its success is also a product of the 
university and research community, where criteria for excellence, professional 
judgment and open communication during research work had been developed» 
[13, p. 35–36].

The eff ectiveness of the functioning of modern society is directly related 
to the eff ectiveness of the use of information, which, in turn, depends on the 
quality of the resources used and the level of access to them. «If labor 
is a source of productivity, then the creative power of labor and the eff ec-
tiveness of business organization ultimately depends on innovation. Innovation 
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is derived from a highly skilled workforce and the existence of organizations 
that produce knowledge» [13, p. 99].

Thus, the creation of new high-quality information is inextricably related 
to the formation of qualitatively new social structures. At the same time, along 
with the intensifi cation of the information space, which manifests itself in the 
development of public structures specializing on information producing, in the 
branching of social communications, the acceleration of information circu-
lation, the quality of the use of information in an increasing degree depends 
on the involvement in the active public use of that part of the basic information 
resources that is needed today for the implementation of social development 
plans. The importance of enriching this basic resource process with the new 
relevant information is constantly increasing in the dynamics of modern infor-
mation processes.

The practice of modern society transformation attests that the provision 
of information adequacy of the modern person to the information challenges 
of the modern day is related to the obligatory constant update of the basic 
informational resources. Mostly, it is the funds of library institution. According 
to O. Voskoboinikova-Huzieva «the formation of an organic information space 
has become the purpose of the modern library activity, and hence the strategic 
result, which includes:

– integration of information resources that exist in diff erent environments;
– providing quick and easy access to available physical and remote infor-

mation resources;
– high-quality navigation throughout the spectrum of integrated infor-

mation resources;
– ambivalence of architectural and design spatial solutions (presence 

of both private and public), etc.» [14, p. 264].
According to V. Horovyi, a characteristic feature of all social developments 

and its information stage is, to a certain extent, constant information production 
and its preservation in libraries and other socially signifi cant bases in the most 
optimal for use form.

It is the basis of all types of social activities in the information society. 
At the stage of formation of this society, the characteristic features of the 
organization of information production signifi cantly diff ers from all previous 
stages [15]. They should become guidelines for library workers. First of all, 
it should be taken into account that special attention in recent decades has been 
given to the development of scientifi c applied research, the results of which 
can quickly be introduced into production or (in the fi eld of public relations) 
in the process of social transformation.
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At the same time, it is necessary to take into account the increasingly 
noticeable lag of fundamental research from the scientifi c and applied research. 
So, say, the rocket building and space industry, the nuclear power industry, 
and others that have been the fl agships of scientifi c and technological progress 
in the last century and have been leading the main branches of technological 
development, are still based largely on the fundamental achievements of the 
60 s and 70 s of the previous century, and a lengthy period of time without 
replenishment of fundamental sciences with new discoveries gradually 
reduces the pace of scientifi c and technological progress in important areas for 
social progress. Therefore, when completing library establishments attention 
should be paid, primarily, to the results of the fundamental academic science. 
The resources of the global information space should be studied as well in order 
to identify this kind of information.

As scientifi c eff ectiveness information, the highest level of infl uence 
on human development, largely depends on the pace of its implementation 
in public practice, library institutions and other information centers have 
to worry about the introduction of scientifi c information through their own 
websites, digital newspapers [16], remote forms of service, etc., to help 
convince the authorities of the necessity of utilization the domestic scientifi c 
product, to facilitate its implementation into practice.

The growing complexity of the challenges posed before our civilization 
by the twenty-fi rst century does not enable even the most advanced countries 
with solutions to complex problems of social development independently, 
without the participation of partner countries, and without partnering links 
between leading librarians institutions in the area of   international exchange 
of information. Such a situation attracts particular attention, especially taking 
into account the current cost of scientifi c problematics for countries with 
low economic potential. And these countries are forced to focus on the deve-
lopment of their own scientifi c work, the relevant information production for 
the most important areas of research and the capability of their own budget. 
Some areas of research often are not conducted at all, and at the same time 
there are sometimes quite signifi cant lacunae in the absence of new knowledge, 
which makes social development uneven, and may create negative intra-social 
contradictions, increases the risk of making ineff ective decisions not only 
in the scientifi c environment, but also on management level, creates barely 
solvable problems for the development of the state or nation.

It is a well-known fact that library institutions are, in essence, storage for 
the written heritage, that refl ects the life of society on all stages of its life. 
In their funds information resources that refl ect all socially signifi cant sources 
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of public information are kept. Which is why, the problem of completing 
the growing volumes of new information, which appeared recently in the 
national information space, infl uenced by the success of informatization, 
became a rather pressing matter for librarians. In essence, the informatization 
is undoubtedly a positive phenomenon, however, without the guidelines from 
the state, it develops amorphously and is, to a certain extent, managed only 
through companies that control the production of necessary for informatization 
equipment. This state of aff airs is due to the fact that for a long time, infor-
matization was seen as a technical experiment of narrow exchanges between 
scientists and was not perceived as a new and eff ective social integration 
mechanism. This process has played mostly entertaining and informative role 
as its fi rst achievement, was barely used by state authorities, public organiza-
tions, educational institutions as a new high-quality instrument of civic self-
expression, educational, educational work. However, voluntary increasing 
of activity in this segment of information production has led to Internet being 
fi lled with low-quality volumes of information, the usage of which is even 
more complicated because of low level of user training, lack of internal 
readiness for a new level of communication between people. Those are serious 
obstacles at the acquisitions of library funds, for example, materials of social 
networks. V. Bondarenko rightly sees that «today, with the help of blogs, chats, 
social networks, forums, photo and video services, tags, etc., a new world 
of global partnership is being created, where everyone is a creator .For the 
library blogs, forums, social networks are a kind of feedback tool for users 
and employees. For users, a platform for the development of new knowledge 
that they need. Also, with the help of such innovative library services, the user 
is able to infl uence the development of library services in the direction they 
needs and in a way that is interesting for them» [17, с. 173].

Amassing library collections, librarian workers should take into account the 
fact that today the development of technologies designed for special negative 
informational interventions in the functioning of national information commu-
nications and for use of sovereign information resources that have reached 
the scale of information war. Conducting these wars, the establishment 
of certain social interests with the help of specially organized informational 
infl uences, requires the appropriate response from the staff  of library institu-
tions as well. The funds of libraries should not collect low-quality, insignifi cant 
for the interests of national development, and, especially, hostile information 
resources.

Thus, the high-quality acquisition of new, primarily, digital, often requested 
resources, even with the signifi cant increasing in the future, will enable the 
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information society members to rely on an ever-updated knowledge base 
in their work.

As the growth of the proportion of creative work in the total volume of work 
is expected in the future, it is creative work that needs both signifi cant resource 
of new information and a mandatory referral to existing social experience. 
Therefore, the library work on the spreading of available information 
resources amongst the society will become increasingly important. One of the 
most eff ective areas of such work is the digitization of information in paper 
media and other traditional media. As O. Onyshchenko observes, «the digital 
era, with its powerful equipment, technological, socio-cultural potential, has 
opened unprecedented opportunities to the libraries, such as:

– for the fi rst time to integrate into a single unit all kinds of documents 
basing on the universal language of numbers;

– for the fi rst time to act on a planetary scale – to obtain information from 
any corner of the world and send it to any corner of the earth;

– for the fi rst time to operate the unlimited volumes of information;
– for the fi rst time to cooperate interactively with an unlimited number 

of readers/users;
– for the fi rst time to create international library networks» [18].
Of course, the issue of digitization of library resources in the context 

of Ukraine’s time is very complicated, due to material constraints (digiti-
zation is a rather costly business, and its costs abroad are measured by tens 
of millions of dollars), and due to the lack of relevant specialists as well 
as due to insuffi  ciently developed methods for basic national resources use 
as important guidelines for new work, for the production of new information. 
However, despite everything, the search for innovative solutions is caused 
by the necessity of high-quality information provision for social devel-
opment. And such decisions are actively included in the practice of infor-
mation activity: «Modern libraries in Ukraine are implementing various 
promising directions of Internet-based service, such as the use of mobile 
services for services provision through mobile phones, Skype, social media» 
[17, p. 52].

One more important direction of information activity of libraries as attested 
by the experience of special information structures of VNLU (Service infor-
mation and analytical support of public authorities, National law library and 
the Presidential of Ukraine foundation), and the majority of leading librarian 
institutions of Ukraine being related to the further development of informa-
tional-analytical, analytical activity in them. Actualization of this activity 
is related to the rapid increasing of information volumes necessary for social 
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development and the necessity for special analysis of them for targeting 
diff erent categories of customers.

The system of periodical digital editions of libraries becomes important 
because of the necessary:

– comprehension of the process of formation of funds of the All-Ukrainian 
electron library;

– acquainting all categories of users with the information content that will 
be stored in the funds, but with the content and not just abstracts, but the ideas 
presented in the materials, prognosis, hypotheses, proposals necessary for the 
operational use of information products;

– coordinating the use of the national digital resource in the interests 
of national development and for international information exchanges in the 
global information space.

Under globalization the development of domestic information space 
depends on a number of internal and external factors, that are connected with 
all other characteristic features of the society life. Development of a system 
of periodical digital publications those circumstances should be taken into 
account by librarians.

As a single organism, they should infl uence the quality of formation and 
processing of the main goals and objectives of social development by all 
categories of users. The nature of such infl uence in the publications of library 
institutions diff ers from the infl uence of other types of mass media, as the 
library media conducts its infl uence, basing it on specifi c information base, 
funds in which the positive experience and experience of many generations 
of the Ukrainian people is stored.

Consequently, today’s library periodical digital publications should 
be focused on the issues of social development related to the progress 
of Ukrainian society democratization, improvement of management, coverage 
of technical and technological, educational development, organization 
of social incentives for eff ective use of existing and creation of new public 
resources, promotion of the process of ensuring the system of library institu-
tions of Ukraine enter international information exchanges, Ukrainian library 
system inclusion into international library associations and other associations 
on equal footing, amassing resources of information society.

It should be noted that the hybrid war, launched against Ukraine, introduces 
signifi cant adjustments into the logical process of developing the information 
sphere of the post-industrial society. At the same time, in Ukraine, there is an 
urgent necessity to give a powerful impetus to the development of the latest 
forms of cooperation between scientifi c libraries and information centers, 
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research institutes, universities, scientifi c societies and associations, eff ective 
cooperation of their eff orts in implementing large-scale science and information 
projects, including those related to the situation of the information war Ukraine 
is now in. To succeed, libraries need to urgently solve tasks of coordination, 
cooperation and integration in their own librarian information environment, 
simultaneously leaving the established directions of activity and assuming 
functions of a much broader nature. It is important to move towards a new 
understanding and implementation of the role of library institutions in a much 
broader range of educational, scientifi c, informational, managerial institutions, 
non-state information centers and public initiatives.

If we approach this from the standpoint of our own library and information 
work, then we are talking about a substantial expansion of its subject and 
functional range. In the new conditions, preserving and strengthening the role 
of the leading centers of social communication, the library are able to only 
cover a wide range of diverse information about scientifi c and educational 
activities. Having integrated this information into its library-information orien-
tation, it would integrate itself into the scientifi c and educational process more 
fi rmly.

Conclusions. Today it is obvious that the future of Ukrainian state should 
be based on the social awareness that information is a resource of power 
struggle in the modern world, and signifi cance of information grows on tradi-
tional ideas about military power and economic potential. Negative infor-
mation infl uences become an obligatory component, or even become the 
means in inter-state confrontations. Therefore, Ukraine, as a sovereign state 
that is developing at the stage of the formation of an information society, must 
create an eff ective, constantly improving security organization for the national 
information space. This nationwide structure should continuously monitor 
information threats, eff ectively predict the development trends, coordinate the 
use of national resources during the period of information aggression to ensure 
a reliable neutralization of information threats on the domestic information 
space, to withstand informational aggression in the global information space.
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 Ін ф ор мація та  сус пільство:  мо жливі ускл а дн ення та  м ай бутні  пе рс п е ктиви

 Ро зв иток інф орм аційного суспіль ства  обумовлює з ростаюче  зн а чення інфор-
ма ції в  перетв ор ювальній  ді ял ь н ості людини,  наб лиження її вироб ни цтва безпо-
середньо до вироб ни чої діяль нос ті , удо ск о на лення соці ал ь ної  структури с успіл ь-
с тва, в их о дячи із сучас них умов й ого і снуван ня ,  і роз виток і нтенсив них форм 
і нформ ац ійних  о бм і нів у с у сп іль стві.  Усі ці  істотні з міни в інф ор маційній  с фері 
о бу мов или зрос та ючі т е мпи н о вого інфор ма ці йн ого виробни цтва, зро стання 
о бс я гів інф о рм ації, що  цир ку лює в соці альних  ін ф ор мац ійних м ережах,  отже , 
н ебачене р а ніше зро ст аюче і нформ ац і йне н аванта ження на свід омість люд ини. 
Ці реалії базуються на необх ідності реа лі зації  осново пол ожних  пр ин ци пів цього 
с ус пільств а :  п ідвищення  п ро д уктив ності п раці в  ін фор мацій ній с ф ері, удос-
коналення е ф ектив но сті в ик ориста ння  і нформаційних  р ес урсів.  

У  ц ьому конт ексті т реба вказати на те, що п роблеми, які  пос та ють п еред су-
ч ас ною цивілізацією, п от р еб ують зро ст аючої ефек тив ності пізн ав аль ної діяль-
но сті с ус п ільств а,   тв орчої діяль ності  де далі більшої  к ілько сті її  пр е дс тавників. 
Від пові дно ,  пізнав аль ний п ро цес потребує  де далі  більш зрос таю чого  ре сурсу 
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необ хідної для  цього і нф ормації,  п ід вищ ення ефе ктивності  ви к о ристання сусп-
іл ьно корис ної і нформації .  Т реба  заз на чити, що зро ст аючі  об сяги інф ор мації, 
з я кою у  звичайному, непрофесійному, повсякденному режимі стикається 
людина, які вона має використовувати для повноцінного життя в суспільстві, 
також обумовлюють необхідність зменшення навантаження на людську роз умову 
діяльність інформаційних маси вів шля хом знову ж таки від бору із загаль них обся-
гів най більш сус пільно зна чу щої актив ної її час тини. У сис темі інфор ма цій ного 
обігу дру ко ва них ЗМІ про тя гом сто літь уже від пра цьо вано сис теми струк ту ру-
вання й пошуку інфор ма ції, біб лі о течні уста нови стали визна ними центрами збе-
ре ження та орга ні за ції вико рис тання цих ресур сів. Вод но час елект ронні інфор-
ма ційні ресурси у зв’язку із швид кими змі нами в про цесі їх про ду ку вання, обігу, 
онов лення інте реса бель ності, пов’я за ної з тем пами онов лення знань у цілому, 
під да ється управ лінню зі зрос та ю чими склад нос тями.

При цьому роз в’я зання про блем від бору якіс ної інфор ма ції, ство рення умов 
для її ефек тив ного вико рис тання (що забез пе чує високу ефек тив ність сучас ної 
сус піль ної діяль нос ті) через акти ві за цію від по від ної діяль ності біб лі о теч них уста-
нов зни жує наван та ження на роз умову діяль ність людини, затра чу вану на тру до-
місткі оці ню вання її пов ноти й реле вант ності, набу ває особ ли вої гостроти.

Ши роке вклю чення елект рон ної інфор ма ції в прак тичну діяль ність має сфор-
му вати сус пільну пот ребу до онов лення біб лі о теч них уста нов як сус пільно зна-
чу щих сучас них інфор ма цій них центрів і зму сить сус піль ство под бати про 
онов лення, сучасне осна щення біб лі о теч них уста нов, належне їх мате рі альне 
забез пе чення. Від по відно, корис ту вач матиме змогу повер ну тися до біб лі о теч-
ного обслу го ву вання на якісно новому рівні, зможе забез пе чити собі мож ли вість 
ефек тив ного дос тупу до най но ві шої інфор ма ції, здо бут ків пере до вої сус піль ної 
думки, про дук тивно вико рис то ву вати ці над бання в інте ресах актив ної діяль-
ності. І цим зро бить істот ний крок до влас ної транс фор ма ції як ефек тив ного 
члена нового інфор ма цій ного сус піль ства.
Клю чові слова: інфор ма ти за ція, інфор ма ційне сус піль ство, біб лі о течні уста-

нови, елект ронні інфор ма ційні ресурси, інфор ма ційне вироб ництво, особа інфор-
ма цій ного сус піль ства.


